Republic of the Philippines
QUEZON CITY COUNCIL
Quezon City
19th City Council

PO19CC-014

10th Regular Session

ORDINANCE NO. SP-2230, S-2013

AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE SUBDIVISION PLAN OF MAGKAKAISANG KAPISANAN KAPITBAHAY SA MATANDANG BALARA, INC. (MAGKAKASAMA IV) WITH THIRTY (30) LOTS, COMMUNITY MORTGAGE PROGRAM (CMP) ORIGINATED BY QUEZON CITY GOVERNMENT LOCATED AT LOT 40, SWO-16801, LAURA STREET, PUROK 3, AREA 5, BARANGAY MATANDANG BALARA, QUEZON CITY REGISTERED IN THE NAME OF MAGKAKAISANG KAPISANAN KAPITBAHAY SA MATANDANG BALARA, INC., MAGKAKASAMA IV, COVERED BY TRANSFER CERTIFICATE OF TITLE NUMBERED 114722 OF THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS OF QUEZON CITY, CONTAINING AN AREA OF ONE THOUSAND (1,000) SQUARE METERS, AS APPLIED FOR BY ITS HOA, PRESIDENT, MR. ROMEO E. ESCOBER WITH OFFICE ADDRESS AT THE SAME PROJECT LOCATION, IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS, RULES AND REGULATIONS OF QUEZON CITY ORDINANCE NO. SP-56, S-93 AND BATAS PAMBANSA BILANG 220.

Introduced by Councilor PRECIOUS HIPOLITO CASTELO.